
On marketplace forces affecting NEXCOM 
sales, and the outlook for sales for remainder 

of the year and into fiscal 2014 … 

Like the rest of retail, we are feeling the impact of changes in consumer elec-
tronics, where trends have favored smaller and less expensive merchandise. This 
area is showing declines in sales dollars and units. In addition, the challenges every 
shopper faces this year with less take-home pay, along with rising gas prices, are 
forcing families to think carefully about how they can stretch their dollars during 
every shopping trip. However, we have many bright spots in other parts of the 
store — from Pets and Softlines to a portfolio of “A Better You” merchandise. 

We expect comparable sales to be tough for the next year as we cycle consumer 
electronics. Of course, ship visits have always had an impact on sales by location, 
which plays havoc with monthly comparisons to last year.  

On balancing earnings and patron savings 
at a time when Navy Morale, Welfare and

Recreation (MWR) and recapitalization  
dollars are at a premium …

NEXCOM does an outstanding job of fulfilling its unique dual mission. We 
consistently achieve our primary mission by providing our patrons with substantial 
savings ranging from 20 percent to 23 percent over the past 10 years. NEXCOM 
generated a net profit for each of these 10 years that has yielded a significant 
dividend distribution to Navy MWR, with an annual average of $45 million in 
support of the quality-of-life programs. We continue to protect the delicate bal-
ance between savings and profit, especially in view of our current fiscal environ-
ment where certain funding sources may be pressurized.  Everyone at NEXCOM 
strives to achieve greater operating efficiencies that will optimize our profitability, 
to ensure we continue to adequately fund our own capitalization programs and 
Navy MWR dividends.

On the current state of recapitalization 
projects and future plans … 

While NEX sales have been impacted by appropriated fund belt-tightening 
efforts and their impact on our customers’ household incomes, our profit stream 
used to fund NEXCOM recapitalization initiatives remains largely intact. 

NEXCOM is currently executing design and construction for 26 major projects, 

On NEXCOM’s past successes including 
NEX’s Net Promoter Score …  

I am proud of many efforts we accomplished over these years. One I wish to 
share is our Net Promoter Score process. The premise is to ask our customers 
one  question: “Based on the experience you just had, how likely is it that you 
would recommend this store to a friend (on a scale of 1 to 10)?” A score of 9 or 
10 means the customer is a “Promoter,” while a score of 6 or less is a “Detractor.” 
The net score is the percentage of Promoters minus the percentage of Detractors. 
Tracking a simple score on a frequent basis allows store management to see trends 
and respond in a timely manner. This is accomplished with an on-line survey tool 
and a message on the back of every register receipt, which offers a prize draw-
ing for participating. Today, this is part of our internal reporting, with over 1,200 
customers responding weekly, many with constructive comments.

Our Net Promoter score is a very high 80 percent, but more importantly, we 
hear from our customers every week. We know that the best way to find out how 
we are doing is to ask our customers. Their feedback is invaluable to us, and we 
take their comments seriously.

Navy Exchange Service Command (NEXCOM) Chief 
Operating Officer (COO) Michael Good is not one to 

mince words. Although he is proud of how the exchange 
service has continued to register many positives during the 
recent challenging economic period, he also emphasizes 
that NEXCOM must adapt to the marketplace, anticipate 
new consumer patterns and trends, and remain the top 
shopping choice for Navy patrons in a very competitive 
retail environment. 

In this exclusive interview with E and C News, Good  
outlines the ways NEXCOM continues to evolve in 
alignment with Navy initiatives and priorities, while still 
keeping the spotlight on patron needs …

Retail ‘Readiness’
NEXCOM Chief Operating Officer (COO) Michael Good

(From left) Beverly Hudgins, Tidewater District vice president (VP), NEXCOM 
COO Michael Good and Melissa Dodson-Dozier, NAS Oceana, Va., general 

manager, walk the store to discuss merchandise and signage.

Good and NAS General Manager (GM) Melissa Dodson-Dozier 
during a meeting at NAS Oceana. The recently rebranded 

store has been a test bed for a variety of initiatives.NEXCOM PHOTOS
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On the relationship with brokers and 
vendor partners …

We value our relationship with brokers and vendor partners. The assortment 
strategy that the merchants build comes from the science of understanding 
our shopper along with responding to consumer trends in the industry. The 
broker community is a key source of information. Once the assortment has 
been established, we value the role our vendor partners play in the execution 
of that strategy. From filling the order, to assisting our stores in getting prod-
uct on the shelf or on a rack, our vendor partners are critical in delighting our 
shopper every day.  

On the supply chain efficiencies brought 
about by the new Northeast Distribution 

Center (DC) in Suffolk, Va. …

This new DC replaced an antiquated two-building manual operation that 
required merchandise to flow between the buildings, before going directly to the 
150 stores it supports. The elimination of the redundancies in split locations, as 
well as the addition of automation, have increased throughput and increased labor 
efficiency dramatically. This enables a faster flow of cross-docked goods to stores. 
It has exceeded expectations.  

On NEXCOM and industry efforts to eliminate 
not-in-stocks and empty shelf space …

We have been working on the “shelf back” supply-chain opportunity for years.  
Fortunately, with skilled experts and improved reporting systems, we have been 
able to collect enough data to reduce each of the components down to a working 
level that guides us to actionable insights by store and by DC. We have asked, and 
continue to ask, our vendor partners to fill our order. Statistics show 50 percent 
of the hole-on-the-shelf opportunity is vendor fill rate.  

On meeting the requirements of the 
21st Century Sailor initiative …

We are Navy, which means being aligned to Navy leadership priorities. We 
recognize that the 21st Century Sailor and Marine initiative is important to fleet 
readiness, which we have tailored our “A Better You” program to support. This 
program offers a variety of products that promote “A Better You” throughout the 
store. As I discussed, we receive over 1,200 customer contacts each week, and our 
customers are not bashful about telling us how we can be better. And, our local 
management is directly connected with the installations’ commanding officers. 
We are all advocates for the Sailors!

On cooperative efforts between 
NEXCOM, sister exchanges and  

commissaries …

The cooperative effort process is strong among the exchanges and the commis-
sary. The leaders of the exchanges and the Defense Commissary Agency (DeCA) 
meet quarterly to hold discussions on current initiatives and to set priorities. We 
have working groups that analyze and evaluate new opportunities to implement, 
which will either result in savings or better the delivery of the exchange and 
commissary benefit.  We believe the current model is successful and works well 
today. The roles and responsibilities of commissaries and exchanges are clearly 
defined. Because the commissary and the exchange both provide a solid non-pay 
compensation benefit that has a positive financial impact in Sailors’ pockets, the 
continuation of a strong commissary and a strong exchange is important.  

On his message to associates and vendor 
partners … 

For your readers who are NEXCOM associates, I offer my humble appreciation 
for the work you do every day with every customer — in stores and online. For 
your readers who are NEXCOM vendor partners, I offer my thanks for your part 
in our process of delivering an earned benefit to our deserving military members 
and their families. 

—E and C NEWS

including a new 88,000-square-foot main exchange at NSA Annapolis, Md; store 
expansion/renovation projects in NB San Diego, Calif., NAS Patuxent River, Md., 
and NB New London, Conn; seven main store cyclical renovation projects; the 
construction of five new Mini-Marts and two new Fleet stores. However, further 
reductions in appropriated funding may place undue stress on our program, 
prompting us to re-evaluate our out-year recapitalization plans.  

To retain our competitive position in the marketplace, NEXCOM is aggressively 
pursuing development of online e-commerce and mobile shopping technologies 
funded from NEXCOM earnings. NEXCOM allocates over 70 percent of its 
profits to Navy MWR programs and retains 30 percent for reinvestment in its 
recapitalization program. With the fiscal challenges we face as a Navy, NEXCOM 
remains a conscientious steward of its facilities recapitalization program. We are 
responsible to Navy leadership for its implementation, committed to working 
with our Navy facilities counterparts, and acting as trusted change agents to our 
Sailors, so that the entire Navy community can enjoy quality goods and services 
at a savings wherever they are stationed around the world.  

On new or forthcoming NEXCOM initiatives … 

NEXCOM is continuing on its branding journey and building momentum with 
store deployments. Visual Merchandising teams across the enterprise are now 
actively engaged in utilizing in-store branding elements to develop uniquely Navy 
shopping environments that create an emotional connection with our customers. 
Store environments are being updated and redefined to interact with our custom-
ers by integrating elements that celebrate our rich Navy heritage, support Navy 
programs, and highlight the quality, value and service provided by our exchanges. 

The initial phase of the branding effort is focused on Main Stores, Fleet/student 
locations and Uniform Stores. Our headquarters based Visual Merchandising 
and Facilities teams are now shifting their planning to the second phase of the 
branding initiative, which will target our NEX Mini-Mart locations. To date, 12 
new or renovated NEX stores have completed the branding process. Efforts are 
also underway by the team to assist in the Ships Store and Navy Lodge Programs, 
as this is an enterprise branding initiative that incorporates all segments of the 
NEXCOM portfolio. 

On NEXCOM’s Information Technology (IT) 
systems and compliance with Department 

of Defense (DoD) standards …

NEXCOM’s IT systems are supporting a DoD non-appropriated retail busi-
ness and operating on a NEXCOM-owned and supported network. We are not 
mandated to meet DoD standards, but are required to be compliant with the DoD 
Information Assurance Certification and Accreditation Program (DIACAP), and 
we follow many of the DoD/Department of the Navy (DoN) policies and processes. 
Our IT architecture (infrastructure and applications) utilizes industry-accepted 
technology standards. DoD does not provide any funding to support NEXCOM’s 
IT investments; however, Naval Supply Systems Command (NAVSUP), our parent 
command, and other Navy commands provide resource assistance in our DIACAP 
compliance efforts.

Good discusses the 
“As Advertised” 
stickers program 
in the vitamins 

and supplements 
category area with 
Beverly Hudgins, 
Tidewater District 

vice president. 
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